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Chapter: 21 

Seeing his girlfriend’s contempt for Yu Sheng, Yang Zihuan was quite embarrassed, and 

hurriedly changed the subject and said: “Zixin, are you here to buy a car?” 

Xiao Zixin turned her eyes from Yu Sheng to Yang Zihuan, nodded and said: “Yes, knowing that 

I have found a job, my mother gave me 500,000 yuan to buy a car. 

By the way, are you here to buy a car too? “ 

Yang Zihuan was even more embarrassed and didn’t know what to say. 

The Yang family’s business has not made good profits in recent years, and the Yang Zihuan 

family has no shares. After buying a three-bedroom and two-living house, the monthly salary 

will be nothing if the mortgage is paid off. 

Buying a car has never been on the agenda. 

She now has a million in her hand, but she is also a diligent and thrifty householder. 

My son has started to go to school, and his expenses will increase every year. 

Although the old lady gave her son 5% of the shares, the Yang family didn’t make money, and 

they didn’t get any dividends. 

That one million was originally a supplement for Yu Sheng when he was planning to divorce Yu 

Sheng. 

Now she doesn’t want to get divorced, and that one million is ready to be used by her son. 

“Oh, Zihuan didn’t come to buy a car today.” Liu Sizhe relieved Yang Zihuan. 

“You didn’t come to buy a car?” Xiao Zixin was puzzled. 

Why don’t you buy a car and come to the 4s store? Are you pretending to take photos? 

She shook her head, feeling that Yang Zihuan was not such a boring person. 

“It’s her rubbish husband, I don’t know what she’s here for.” Liu Sizhe looked at Yu Sheng 

jokingly. 

“He said he was here to buy a car.” The sales beauty finally found a chance to interrupt and said 

hurriedly. 



“Haha, buy a car?” 

Liu Sizhe was immediately happy, and his eyes were full of disdain: “Our cars here are not 

convenient. Can you afford a soft meal?” 

“You don’t have a car that I can’t afford.” Yu Sheng finally spoke. 

It’s okay that he didn’t open his mouth. As soon as he opened his mouth, Yang Zihuan’s eyes 

were full of disappointment when he looked at him. 

It’s all this time, and I have to pretend for the rest of my life. 

This man is really swollen face to fill the fat man, desperate for face. 

“I’m going back first.” Yang Zihuan glanced at Liu Sizhe and Xiao Zixin, then turned and went 

out. 

Anyway, my best friend Xiao Zixin is the secretary of the chairman of the Sihai Group. When 

that happens, she asks Xiao Zixin to introduce her, which is more reliable than Liu Sizhe’s 

recommendation. 

The most important thing is that she is in a pretty bad mood when she sees Yu Sheng’s outfit 

here. 

“Zihuan, don’t you want to…” Liu Sizhe stretched out his hand, only to find that Yang Zihuan 

walked out of the 4s shop without looking back, and the words behind him were swallowed. 

However, when I looked back at Yu Sheng, there was a fierce flash in his eyes. 

Xiao Zixin shrugged and asked the sales staff to take her to see the car. 

“Trash, please get out of here, don’t pollute the air of our company here!” Liu Sizhe stared at Yu 

Sheng very uncomfortably. If he didn’t roll out for the rest of his life, he would call the security 

guard. 

“Are you going to push me away?” 

Yu Sheng smiled, “Liu Sizhe, don’t regret it for a while.” 

He snorted, turned and walked out of the 4s shop. 

“I regret it? You fucking fear it’s not crazy.” Liu Sizhe glanced at Yu Sheng who was riding 

away on the battery car with disdain, snorted coldly, and turned and walked towards his office.  

The rest of his life is nothing but a waste, and he will soon be driven out by the Yang family as a 

dog. He doesn’t need to fight Yu Sheng. 



Back in the office, seeing that it was already 2:20, but the chairman of Sihai Group was still 

there, Liu Sizhe couldn’t help frowning. 

Didn’t you say two good points, the chairman of the board will also break his promise? 

He took out a cigarette and waited for another ten minutes, but he still didn’t see the chairman of 

Sihai Group showing up, he couldn’t help but feel a little anxious. 

If this matter is not handled properly, he will not be able to hand it over. 

He hesitated, took out the phone and called Lu Man, the project director of Sihai Group. 

“Director Lu, why is your chairman still not here?” Liu Sizhe asked with a smile. 

“Our chairman has been looking for you a long time ago.” Lu Man said. 

“Ah? I didn’t see it. By the way, what car does your chairman drive?” Liu Sizhe was a little 

surprised, no one came. 

“An old battery car, by the way, his rear wheel was hit today, and it looks a bit unstable.” Lu 

Man said. 

Electricity, electricity, battery car? 

Liu Sizhe was stunned at once. 

The new chairman of the Four Seas Group, the super boss who spent 8 billion to acquire 51% of 

the shares, turned out to only drive a battery car. 

At this moment, Liu Sizhe found that his brain was not enough. 

What’s so special about this. 

“By the way, our chairman is very low-key.” Lu Man reminded. 

Very low-key? 

Liu Sizhe suddenly appeared like Yu Sheng in his mind, that waste… 

“Director Lu, take the liberty to ask, is your chairman’s surname Yu?” Liu Sizhe’s hand with the 

phone started to shake, and he kept praying in his heart, don’t be the waste of Yu Sheng. 

“Yes, Yu Sheng. Why, you won’t offend our chairman?” Lu Man asked unhappy. 



As a high-level company, she certainly knows a little about Yu Sheng’s temper. She definitely 

feels that Liu Sizhe doesn’t think Yu Sheng is like a chairman, so she looks down on Yu Sheng 

and doesn’t see him anymore. 

If this is the case, then this one might be a big one. 

“There is no such thing, so let’s do this first.” Liu Sizhe’s figure was shocked, and he couldn’t 

believe it. 

Yu Sheng turned out to be the chairman of Sihai Group. How could this be so! 

After reacting, Liu Sizhe hung up the phone and rushed out immediately. 

“Quick, quick, go and chase the battery bike back!” Liu Sizhe shouted to several sales beauties. 

“what?” 

Several beauties looked dumbfounded. 

“Liu Qingli, did that stinky silk steal your things?” a beautiful lady asked curiously. 

“I’m stealing your head, you’d better be respectful, if you offend him again, I will drive you!” 

Liu Sizhe said angrily. 

The beauties were shocked and even more puzzled. 

Isn’t that stinky silk just a wasteful son-in-law? What is the nerve of Manager Liu? 

“What are you doing in a daze? Go after it!” Liu Sizhe was so angry that he was about to punch 

someone. 

“Okay.” 

A group of sales beauties trembled, hurriedly found their battery car, and chased them in the 

direction where Yu Sheng had left. 

All of a sudden, a group of sales beauties rode battery carts on the avenue. A few hundred meters 

in front of them, it was the rest of their lives’limping’. 

All car owners looked at this scene. 

A promotional phrase flashed in my mind: 

With an order from the God of War, one hundred thousand female soldiers rushed towards… 



Chapter: 22 

A group of beauties hit the throttle, and soon caught up with the rest of their shaky lives. 

“Sir, please stay!” 

A group of beauties quickly surrounded the rest of their lives, and the battles made passers-by 

look at them. 

“Grass, this kid isn’t a vain prostitute who didn’t give money, and was collected by someone 

beautiful, right?” 

The first thought of passers-by is this idea. 

Yu Sheng glanced at the beauties and frowned. 

“Sir, I’m sorry, we were wrong before, and you have a lot of adults, don’t care about us!” The 

first beauty hurriedly apologized to Yu Sheng. 

There is no way, but Manager Liu gave a deadly order. If they don’t ask for the rest of their lives, 

they won’t have to go back to work. 

“Sir, you see that you are doing big things, so don’t care about our little girls. Our manager said 

that if you don’t invite you back today, we will be fired.” 

“Yes, we don’t have bad family conditions. This job is too important for us. If we lose our job, 

we don’t know what to do.” 

“Sir, my mother is still hospitalized in the hospital. If I lose my job, I won’t even have the money 

for my mother’s medical treatment. Please just let us go and spare us.” m.9biquge. com 

“Sir, come back with us, please.” 

Everyone, every word of you, every word of mine, have been selling miserably in front of the 

rest of their lives. 

Seeing the sad faces, although he knew that they were mostly acting, he stopped and watched 

more and more on the road, and he didn’t like this feeling very much. 

“Okay, I’ll go back with you first.” Yu Sheng nodded and turned the front of the car to go back. 

Relieved expressions appeared on the faces of all the beauties. 

“Sir, you can ride my car, my car is a little more stable.” A beautiful woman took the initiative to 

give up her battery car to Yu Sheng. 



For the rest of his life, he is also welcome, his bike is indeed quite difficult to ride. 

Soon back to the 4s shop, a few beauties surrounded the rest of their lives and entered Liu 

Sizhe’s office. 

“Yu, Mr. Yu.” Liu Sizhe nodded and laughed and waved his hand to signal the sales beauties to 

go out first. 

Yu Sheng sat on the sofa stiffly, looked up at Liu Sizhe, and said sarcastically, “Why, call me 

back again, do you want to laugh at it again?” 

“Yu, Dong Yu, I’m really embarrassed, they were all misunderstandings before.” Liu Sizhe 

laughed embarrassingly. 

“Misunderstand?” 

There was irony in Yu Sheng’s eyes: “Did you misunderstand my identity, or did I 

misunderstand your idea of beating my wife?” 

Liu Sizhe’s expression changed. He even dared to hit the idea of the wife of the chairman of the 

Sihai Group. Even he knew that this was an act of death. 

“Yu Dong, I’m sorry, I won’t fight again in the future… Madam Zun will have any thoughts!” 

Liu Sizhe bowed his head, with a correct attitude. 

“You don’t have the courage to measure you.” Yu Sheng snorted coldly. 

“Yu Dong, are you here to talk about the contract?” Liu Sizhe asked, turning the subject away. 

Yu Sheng sneered and said, “Do you think I will still cooperate with you?” 

call! 

Liu Sizhe’s face became extremely ugly. If he messed up the cooperation with Sihai Group, he 

believed that the above would definitely open him. 

Audi sales have been greatly impacted in the past year. The Datang Fenghua launched by Sihai 

Group is a big ip. The publicity has been in place, and the traffic will definitely explode.  

If Audi wins this major period of advertising, then sales will definitely increase a lot. 

So Audi does not hesitate to invest a billion in advertising. 

“Dong Yu, I’m sorry. I was so confused by the lard before that I bumped into Dong Yu and 

asked Dong Dong to let me as a fart!” Liu Sizhe nodded and bowed, lowering his posture to the 

lowest level. 



Yu Sheng took out a cigarette and looked at Liu Sizhe jokingly: “It’s okay if you want me to 

cooperate with you, provided that you have to kneel and call Grandpa.” 

Liu Sizhe’s mind trembled, and an anger arose in his heart. The so-called men with gold under 

his knees were really deceiving for the rest of his life! 

Yu Sheng sneered, got up from the sofa and walked out. 

“Puff!” 

Although Liu Sizhe was extremely unwilling, he knew that if he let the rest of his life go today, 

he would really never be able to get it back. 

“Grandpa Yu, I’m sorry, I was wrong!” Liu Sizhe knelt in front of Yu Sheng, feeling aggrieved 

to the extreme. 

“For the sake of your sincere attitude, take a look at the contract and sign it if you have any 

questions.” With disdain in his eyes, he took out the contract and threw it on the desk. 

“Thank you Grandpa Yu for giving me the opportunity!” Liu Sizhe took a deep breath and 

hurriedly got up to open the contract. 

There was no problem with the contract. It was an agreement negotiated by both parties. After 

checking it, he signed and stamped it with his hands. 

The rest of his life took back one copy, and Liu Sizhe also accepted the contract, and said: “Yu 

Dong, didn’t you say you want to sell a car before, I will give you one.” 

He wants to ease the relationship with Yu Sheng. After all, Yu Sheng’s identity is there. Don’t 

ask Yu Sheng to support him or anything, just don’t let Yu Sheng hate him. 

“Really?” Yu Sheng looked at Liu Sizhe playfully. 

“Really, you can choose any one.” Liu Sizhe nodded hurriedly. 

As the person in charge of the Qiancheng area, he has the right to send a car under one million 

every year. If it exceeds one million, he will have to pay for it himself. 

It just so happens that his quota this year is still not given out. 

Of course, they also have restrictions on delivering cars, and they must be customers with 

business contacts. 

Under Liu Sizhe’s leadership, Yu Sheng chose a new high-end rs7. 

“Just this one.” Yu Sheng looked at Liu Sizhe and said. 



Liu Sizhe’s face changed. The rs7 high-profile match is more than 1.8 million, which is too 

cruel. 

“Why, can’t afford to give it away?” Yu Sheng looked at Liu Sizhe playfully. 

“What’s Dong Dong, if you see this car, I’ll send it!” Liu Sizhe’s face was more ugly than 

crying, and his heart was bleeding, but he himself was going to put in 800,000. 

“Well, let’s get a license.” Yu Sheng nodded. 

Liu Sizhe vomited blood directly, and he even had to give it to him to apply for a license. 

Nimei’s, is your conscience made of coal, or how dark it is! 

“Okay, okay.” Liu Sizhe cried and swallowed it in his belly. 

Who made him offend the rest of his life? 

Even if you spend more money to buy lessons. 

“You buy this car?” After Liu Sizhe went through the formalities, Xiao Zixin, who had picked an 

a6, walked over and looked at Yu Sheng in surprise. 

Taking a look at this Xiaomi who is still not officially working, Yu Sheng shook his head and 

said: “Do you think I am like a person who can afford this kind of car?” 

Xiao Zixin nodded and said of course: “Yes, you are a son-in-law who comes to eat soft rice, and 

it is already very good to be able to afford tens of thousands of domestic transportation.” 

“Yes, I can’t afford tens of thousands of dollars. I always ride a battery car.” Yu Sheng attached. 

But I was a little funny in my heart. When this Xiaomi goes to work tomorrow and knows that 

she is her boss, what will she look like? 

“This rs7 is beautiful, if you can sit in it for a ride, it will definitely be so cool.” Xiao Zixin 

looked at the rs7, her eyes were a little light. 

At this moment, Liu Sizhe, who had completed the procedures, personally gave Yu Sheng a 

temporary license plate. After giving the procedures to Yu Sheng, Yu Sheng got on the car. 

“What are you doing?” Xiao Zixin was startled, somewhat inconceivable. 

For the rest of his life, he didn’t care about her again, put in gear, hit the throttle, and drove out 

of the 4s shop directly. 

“This…” Xiao Zixin opened her mouth wide, her face in disbelief. 



Yang Zihuan’s waste husband actually bought a rs7 high-end model. 

How can this be! 

Chapter: 23 

In the afternoon, when the kindergarten is off, the rest of my life is going to leave work early to 

go to the children. 

“Brother Yu, are you leaving?” Xu Jing hurriedly greeted Yu Sheng after he was born. 

“Well, I’m going to pick up my son.” Yu Sheng nodded. 

“Brother Yu, do you have time tonight, brother, I invite you to dinner.” Xu Jing looked at Yu 

Sheng expectantly. 

He knew that his position as the security manager was given to him for the rest of his life, and he 

was very grateful, and wanted to invite the rest of his life to have a meal. 

“Next day, just do your job well.” Yu Sheng patted Xu Jing on the shoulder and walked to rs7. 

“Brother Yu, don’t worry, I won’t let you down!” Xu Jing nodded heavily. He remembered this 

kind of knowledge and grace in his heart. 

Yu Sheng nodded, got into the car, started and left. 

Xu Jing was the one he had the best relationship with when he was in the security department, 

and he would definitely support Xu Jing. 

When I arrived at the kindergarten, there was still no time for school to end, so the rest of my life 

parked the car at the door of the small shop, ready to buy a pack of cigarettes. 

“Lao Du, bring me Zhongnanhai.” Yu Sheng glanced at the owner of the small shop and said. 

Remember http in one second: // 

The boss is Du Fei, thirty-four-five years old, with a flat head and a scar on his face, which looks 

a bit hideous. 

Du Fei took a look at Yu Sheng and took a 5 mg pack of Zhongnanhai to Yu Sheng. 

“Change to 3 mg. Next time there will be 1 mg. Give me a few.” Yu Sheng said. 

“I know you are not in the pool. Look, you have made a fortune. By the way, I can’t get 1 mg of 

goods here.” Du Fei smiled faintly. 



A pack of 10 yuan for Zhongnanhai 5 mg, 20 for a pack for 3 mg, and a pack of 100 yuan for 1 

mg of super first-class products are generally only sold in Beijing in the north. In remote cities 

such as Qiancheng, there are very few or even none. 

“Yes.” Yu Sheng nodded, took the cigarette, tore it open, and gave Du Fei a cigarette. Du Fei’s 

lighter was lit and Yu Sheng lighted the cigarette. The two cooperated tacitly. 

It’s been four years after all. 

From the beginning, the relationship between the boss and the customer has become 

sympathetic. 

“I’m leaving in two days.” Du Fei took a breath and said. 

Yu Sheng was startled, and subconsciously asked: “Where to go?” 

“Going to a quiet place in the country, she doesn’t like living in a big city.” Du Fei said. 

“Well, stay away from the hustle and bustle, and cultivate your character, but you are not that 

kind of person.” Yu Sheng said. 

Du Fei smiled and said: “You are willing to lay down and be a door-to-door son-in-law for the 

sake of a woman. For her, of course, I can stay away from the hustle and bustle of the city.” 

Yu Sheng laughed, he was the son-in-law, not purely for women. 

But he has no explanation. 

Du Fei glanced at rs7 outside the small shop, and said: “I originally planned to send the small 

shop to you to run it, but it seems that you don’t need it now.” 

“You can leave the key, maybe I will come to get two packs of cigarettes someday.” Yu Sheng 

thought for a while. 

“Okay, I’ll have someone send some more to you tomorrow.” Du Fei nodded. 

Just then, the kindergarten was over. 

“Bon Voyage.” 

After Yu Sheng said something, he turned and walked towards the gate of the kindergarten. 

Du Fei looked at Yu Sheng’s back, thoughtfully. 

Although they cherished each other in the past four years, none of them had taken the initiative 

to ask about each other’s life experience.  



His eyes moved to rs7 at the door again, with admiration on his face. 

“Four years, Yang Jiaran still hasn’t discovered your identity. No one can match you with this 

tolerance.” 

Du Fei murmured. 

“It’s just that I still don’t want to understand, what is it that makes you no longer tolerate it?” 

Soon, Yu Sheng saw Xiao Shui and waved to him. 

“Dad.” Xiao Shui yelled, and ran to Yu Sheng with a quick walk. 

“You still listen to the teacher today?” Yu Sheng asked Xiao Shui’s hand. 

“Um.” 

Xiao Shui nodded, and suddenly said, “Dad, I don’t know why, the teacher has treated me very, 

very well these days, and the whole class is a little jealous of me.” 

Yu Sheng smiled faintly, of course knowing why the teacher would be nice to Xiaoshui. 

How could Teacher Wu fail to see how strong he was against Li Jian and his wife that day? 

“Well, so we must study hard, don’t fight with classmates, don’t let down the teacher’s 

expectations.” Yu Sheng said. 

“Well, I’m obedient. In the past few days, no classmates laughed at me anymore.” Xiao Shui 

nodded heavily. 

Yu Sheng nodded and came to rs7. 

“Say goodbye to uncle.” Yu Sheng said. 

Xiao Shui looked at Du Fei, and shook his hand to Du Fei with a milky voice, “Goodbye Uncle 

Du.” 

“Goodbye Xiaoshui.” Du Fei smiled. 

Yu Sheng glanced at Du Fei, opened the door of the passenger cabin, and carried Xiao Shui into 

the passenger cabin. 

“Dad, did you buy a car? It’s so beautiful! We finally have a car in our house. From now on, 

there will be no one looking down on Xiaoshui in Xiaoshui School!” Xiaoshui looked into the 

car and said excitedly. 



“When Xiao Shui grows up, Dad will buy a more beautiful car for Xiao Shui.” Yu Sheng 

touched Xiao Shui’s head, fastened Xiao Shui’s seat belt, closed the door of the passenger cabin, 

and walked to the other side. 

When he got home, Xiao Shui said excitedly: “Grandma, Mom, and Dad have bought a new 

car.” 

Gao Qing and Yang Zihuan, who were watching TV, looked at Yu Sheng one after another, 

somewhat inconceivable. 

“Are you really going to buy a car today?” Yang Zihuan asked Yu Sheng with a look of surprise. 

I met Yu Sheng at the 4s store today. At first, she didn’t react. After leaving the 4s store, she 

reacted. Why did Yu Sheng go to the 4s store? 

Gao Qing also looked surprised, waiting for Yu Sheng’s answer. 

“I’ll help Mr. Xia pick up the car.” Yu Sheng said lightly. 

“Cut, I thought you really bought a car.” Gao Qing glanced at Yu Sheng with disdain, then 

turned to continue watching TV. 

Yang Zihuan was also a little disappointed. If Yu Sheng really bought a car, even if it was only 

tens of thousands, she would be very happy. 

“Mom, Dad really bought a car, it’s so beautiful,” Xiao Shui said. 

“Xiaoshui, it was not your father bought it, it was their boss. You have to study hard and make a 

lot of money in the future, then you can buy a car.” Yang Zihuan said. 

“Oh.” Xiao Shui looked at Yu Sheng, a little disappointed in his eyes. 

Seeing his son’s lost expression, Yu Sheng said, “Xiao Shui, although that car is not owned by 

Dad, Dad can drive it to pick you up to school every day, and even drive it to the zoo to play.” 

“Really, that’s great, Dad, Xiao Shui will make a lot of money when he grows up, and he has to 

buy a car for both his father and mother.” 

Xiao Shui was a little happy, and after thinking about it, he said, “I also buy one for my 

grandma.” 

“Then don’t you buy one for your uncle?” Gao Qing smiled. 

“If you don’t buy it, my uncle is always aggressive with me, so I won’t buy it for him.” Xiao 

Shui said bulgingly. 



“Yes, we don’t buy it for Uncle.” Yu Sheng also smiled and touched Xiaoshui’s head. 

“What are you laughing at? It wasn’t you who bought it. It’s never too late to laugh when you 

can buy a car anytime, but I’m sure you won’t be able to buy a car in your life.” Gao Qing was a 

little upset, sarcastically. 

Looking at Gao Qing for the rest of my life, my heart is funny, I can’t afford a car? 

I’m afraid I will scare you when the time comes. 

“What are you looking at? Don’t you hurry up to cook?” Gao Qing increased the volume and 

shouted. 

The happy atmosphere of the family was instantly wiped out by Gao Qing’s words. 

The smile on Yu Sheng’s face became cold, and he glanced at Gao Qing indifferently, not 

wanting to care about her, so he went to the kitchen to cook. 

Seeing Yu Sheng’s back in the kitchen, Gao Qing felt even more contemptuous in her heart. 

What a family boiled husband, useless! 

“Zi Huan, hurry up and find a rich son-in-law, I really can’t stand this rubbish.” Gao Qing said to 

Yang Zihuan. 

Chapter: 24 

Yang Zihuan didn’t speak, but she was also disappointed in her heart when she saw Yu Sheng’s 

as usual uselessness. 

After eating, he taught Xiaoshui to do his homework, and for the rest of his life he lay on the 

floor and played with his mobile phone. 

Yang Zihuan took a shower and saw Yu Sheng was still lying on the floor, not knowing why, an 

uncomfortable feeling appeared in his heart. 

“Are you going to sleep on the floor for the rest of your life?” Yang Zihuan snorted coldly. 

“It’s the same everywhere you sleep.” Yu Sheng said lightly. 

Yang Zihuan was so angry that he grabbed the pillow and threw it at Yu Sheng. 

Yu Sheng grabbed the pillow and placed it directly under his head. 

Yang Zihuan was even more angry. 



“Okay, okay, you just sleep on the floor for the rest of your life!” Yang Zihuan angrily picked up 

the hair dryer and blew his head, not taking care of the rest of his life. 

She originally wanted to take this opportunity to sleep the rest of her life back to bed and relax 

her relationship with him. 

She didn’t think she would fight with her for the rest of her life, she was a little mad and fell on 

the bed and didn’t say a word. 

Yu Sheng glanced at Yang Zihuan who was sulking alone, and felt a little sad. 

But when he thinks about what happened before, he feels a little addicted, and the anger in his 

heart still doesn’t completely disappear. 

The next day, when Xiaoshui was sent to school, the rest of his life looked at Yang Zihuan, who 

was also going to work, and said, “Wait for 20 minutes, and I will come back to see you.” 

“Can’t sit in your car, don’t want you to send it.” Yang Zihuan was still angry. She took the 

initiative to reconcile with Yu Sheng, and Yu Sheng even showed her a face, she was still not 

getting better. 

Yu Sheng smiled faintly, picked up Xiao Shui’s schoolbag, and went out with Xiao Shui. 

But I was thinking about whether to buy a car as a gift to Yang Zihuan. 

If you buy a car for her, at what price? 

It’s expensive, it’s definitely not justified, the identity is about to be exposed, and when it’s low, 

he feels a little unable to get it. 

Now Yang Zihuan doesn’t want to get divorced, he actually doesn’t want to leave either. 

A fragmented family must be devastating to the growth of children. 

He would rather suffer and suffer himself than let his son suffer. 

This is the responsibility of being a father. 

… 

Xiao Zixin is very excited today. 

Countless talented women want to do this job as secretary to the chairman of the Four Seas 

Group. 



But among the thousands of competitors, she stands out alone, which is of course something to 

be excited about. 

Moreover, she also heard that her boss is a handsome young man with a lot of money, which 

makes her 26 years old and still not in a relationship can not help but have some unrealistic 

fantasies. 

“Boom boom boom.” 

Coming to the door of the chairman’s office, Xiao Zixin first adjusted her haircut, then took out 

her mobile phone and turned on the camera to see if there was a problem with her makeup, and 

then knocked on the door with some anxiety. 

She wants to maintain her perfect image and can’t let the chairman think she is a superficial 

woman. 

“Come in.” There was a familiar sound line inside, Xiao Zixin didn’t care, and gently opened the 

office door. 

Then the next moment, she opened her mouth wide, her beautiful eyes staring like a bull. 

There was no more shock. 

Own boss turned out to be the trash husband of best friend Yang Zihuan! 

Thinking that she seemed to ridicule the other party yesterday, Xiao Zixin’s heart was a little 

broken at this moment. 

“Is it unexpected? Surprise or surprise?” Yu Sheng looked at Xiao Zixin faintly, a little funny in 

his heart.  

“What a surprise, what a surprise!” 

Xiao Zixin looked at Yu Sheng sullenly, and hurriedly apologized: “Yu Dong, I’m sorry, I didn’t 

have a brain when I spoke yesterday, please don’t take it offense.” 

“What’s so strange about me.” 

Yu Sheng smiled jokingly, and said, “It’s just a pity that you have finally been hired and will be 

expelled again.” 

“what?” 

Xiao Zixin was shocked, is this going to expel her directly? 



She was very unwilling. She came back from studying abroad, but it took six months to find such 

a good job. 

And it was too shameful to be fired on the first day of employment. 

“Yu Dong, because I have been a good friend of Zihuan for many years, you shouldn’t care 

about me as a little girl. I apologize to you. Dong Yu, I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I’m really sorry!” 

Xiao Ziqi hurriedly save. 

For the rest of his life, he didn’t speak, but looked at her faintly. 

Xiao Zixin took a peek at Yu Sheng, saw that Yu Sheng was still in the ordinary suit of 

yesterday, and thought that the relationship between him and Yang Zihuan did not seem to be 

very good yesterday, and she immediately understood something. 

“Yu Dong, don’t worry, although I and Zihuan have been good friends for many years, I will 

never reveal anything about you.” Xiao Zixin said boldly. 

Yu Sheng is obviously the chairman of the Sihai Group, but he went to be the door-to-door son-

in-law. What does it mean? 

It shows that Yang Zihuan’s family definitely doesn’t know his identity. 

Moreover, after guessing that Yu Sheng had a bad relationship with Yang Zihuan, she was even 

more unlikely to tell Yang Zihuan about Yu Sheng’s identity. 

Dare to threaten me? 

There was no change in the expression on Yu Sheng’s face, but he just felt that this Xiaomi was 

worthy of a foreign student, and it was indeed a bit extraordinary. 

“I believe you dare not tell her.” 

Yu Sheng smiled faintly, looking very kind. 

But his smile fell in Xiao Zixin’s eyes, but his mind trembled. 

Because this smile made her feel a little scared. 

“Okay, you are officially hired.” Yu Sheng sat up straight and began to approve the document. 

“Thank you Dong Dong, I will definitely not let you down!” Xiao Zixin was overjoyed, 

unexpectedly passing the test like this. 



She took a sneak peek at the rest of her life after earnestly examining and approving the files. 

Although she was dressed a bit ordinary, her facial features were well-defined, like a knife, and 

she was very handsome. 

Moreover, in his indifferent eyes, Xiao Zixin always gave Xiao Zixin a sense of vicissitudes of 

life, which immediately aroused her inner sympathy and sympathy. 

My boss is a man with a story. 

Xiao Zixin walked over gently and asked cautiously: “Yu Dong, me, what am I doing?” 

Yu Sheng looked up at Xiao Zixin’s eyes. Xiao Zixin’s face was reddened by him, and she 

lowered her head and dared not look at him. 

Yu Sheng’s eyes were like magic, and she looked like she was hit by a deer. 

“Check if the water dispenser is dry, wipe it if it’s not clean, see if the floor-to-ceiling glass is 

dry, wipe it if it’s not clean, see if the floor sofa is dry, wipe it if it’s not clean.” Yu Sheng’s face 

showed a faint touch. Smile. 

“Huh?” Xiao Zixin was a little confused. 

I am your Xiaomi, but you let me work as a cleaner, and I receive Xiaomi’s salary. 

“Ah what? The secretary does something, don’t you understand?” Yu Sheng said with a cold 

face. 

Do you want to work as a secretary? 

Xiao Zixin’s face flushed at once. 

She felt that the rest of her life must be revenge on her. 

She felt that she was not enough for the rest of her life. 

But complaining, she hurriedly found a veil and wiped the glass. 

“This boss is really a careful man.” Xiao Zixin thought angrily while cleaning the glass. 

Lifting his head and looking at Xiao Zixin’s wish to wipe the glass under a layer of skin, Yu 

Sheng’s mouth pulled out a touch of frustration. 

Chapter: 25 

“Yu Dong, go to dinner together.” 



When leaving get off work at noon, Xiao Zixin invited Yu Sheng. 

After cleaning the sanitation all morning, Xiao Zixin still didn’t understand that Yu Sheng 

deliberately treated her, that would be too stupid. 

She wanted to invite Yu Sheng to have a meal, to resolve the grievances in Yu Sheng’s heart. 

“Don’t go.” Yu Sheng directly rejected Xiao Zixin. 

“Then I’m going to eat first.” Xiao Zixin said in embarrassment. 

“Yeah.” Without raising his head, Yu Sheng continued to check the files. 

After Xiao Zixin went out, he ordered a takeaway. 

I just took over the company, there are still many things waiting to be handled, and I don’t even 

want to let go of time for dinner for the rest of my life. 

He has a practice, that is, to do everything, try to finish it first, and then do other things. 

Half an hour later, the takeaway arrived. Hearing a knock on the door, Yu Sheng called in. 
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“Yu, Yu Sheng?” The takeaway brother looked at Yu Sheng in surprise, a little unbelievable. 

Yu Sheng looked up, also a little surprised: “Li Kai?” 

He didn’t think it was Li Kai, his colleague friend at the same table, who brought him takeout. 

“Damn, Brother Sheng, didn’t you say that you went to be the door-to-door son-in-law? You are 

the chairman!” Li Kai was shocked. 

“Who can tell the fate of life clearly, haha.” The rest of my life was also a little happy to see an 

old friend. 

I remember when he chased Yang Zihuan when he was in college, and once invited Yang Zihuan 

and her friend to eat out, and went to the restaurant, only to find that there was no money, or Li 

Kai borrowed him 500 yuan, or he would be ashamed that day. 

By the way, when I think of it, the five hundred dollars is not yet Li Kai. 

“Yes, no one really knows what happened in life.” 

Li Kai put Yu Sheng’s meal on his desk, took out a cigarette and handed it to Yu Sheng: “When 

I graduated from college, I was ambitious and I will do a great job in the future. 



Who knew that after joining a small company, the small company went bankrupt under the 

influence of military service. There was no other way but to deliver food. “ 

Li Kai laughed a little at himself. 

Yu Sheng took the cigarette and nodded: “You can do anything, don’t forget your original 

intention, and you will realize your dream sooner or later.” 

“That’s right, you have to eat first, and I’m going to deliver the food. Just remember your 

original intention. I know you are the same you used to be. Our old friends will go out for a drink 

someday.” 

Li Kai feels that even if Yu Sheng is not at the same level as him now, he can feel that the rest of 

his life is still the rest of his life when he was in school. 

“Okay, you make an appointment, I have no questions.” Yu Sheng nodded. 

“Okay, then call.” 

Li Kai took two steps and then turned around and smiled: “Remember to give me a good 

comment for brother, haha.” 

Yu Sheng smiled, Li Kai is still the same Li Kai. 

If you change to other classmates, after knowing his identity, he will not flatter him, at least there 

must be fear and alienation in his eyes. 

Li Kai is such a person, no matter what your status is, as long as you look down on him, he will 

be your brother to life. 

In the afternoon, Xiao Zixin came to Yusheng’s office with a sense of anxiety, cautiously, for 

fear of letting her clean again for the rest of his life. 

“Yu, Dong Yu.” Xiao Zixin whispered. 

“Um.” 

Yu Sheng raised his head and glanced at Xiao Zixin. Seeing her cautiously, he was a little funny.  

He took out a file: “Please sort it out for me, one hour is enough?” 

Xiao Zixin was overjoyed, and finally no longer needed to clean. 

She hurriedly took the file and nodded: “Enough is enough, it will be done in half an hour.” 



She stopped taking care of her for the rest of her life, so she went to her office with Wen in her 

arms. 

As a Fortune 500 company, the boss’ secretary is of course also eligible to have his own office. 

Twenty minutes later, Xiao Zixin sent in the sorted files. 

Yu Sheng pointed to the filing cabinet and motioned her to put it on top of it by category. 

After Xiao Zixin put the files, she saw that Yu Sheng had no work arrangements, so she went 

out. 

At this moment, Yu Sheng’s phone rang. 

He picked it up and saw that Li Kai had hit it. 

He thought it was Li Kai who set the time and asked him to drink. 

“Li Kai.” Yu Sheng connected. 

“Brother Sheng, can you…” Li Kai’s voice hesitated and trembled. 

Yu Sheng frowned, and just about to ask him what was wrong, he heard a cold voice in the 

receiver: “If you want to borrow money, you can borrow money. Are you damn wanting to die?” 

Then there was the sound of grabbing the phone, and then the man’s voice sounded again: “You 

are Li Kai’s good brother, right? Li Kai now owes Lao Tzu 200,000. If you don’t send money 

over today, Lao Tzu chopped his hands!” 

Yu Sheng frowned slightly, and a murderous look flashed in his eyes. 

Li Kai is the one with the best relationship among his college classmates. He is usually 

considered to be a brother. The other party wants to cut off his brother’s hand. Isn’t this a court 

death? 

“Address, I’ll send it there later.” Yu Sheng said indifferently. 

The other party reported the address, and Yu Sheng got up and went out. 

When I walked out of the company, I found that my car had let Xu Jing drive to get the license 

plate. 

The battery car was also thrown in the 4s shop yesterday. 

He only had to take a taxi to find Li Kai. 



As soon as Yu Sheng walked to the gate of the company to take a taxi, a q7 passed by him and 

slowly came back. 

“Yu Shao, is that you?” 

Yu Sheng was startled, this voice was a little strange, and few people called him Yu Shao. 

He looked at q7, the window glass was rolled down, and sitting in the passenger compartment 

was a beautiful woman in her early twenties, with delicate features and gorgeously dressed up. 

The rest of his life looked at him. The driver was a middle-aged man in his forties with a bald 

head. He was unfastening the seat belt buckle, crawling on the little beautiful woman’s lap and 

looking over his head to look at him. 

“Yu Shao, it’s me, He Wu,” said the bald head. 

The rest of my life was startled, and soon remembered that it was He Wu, the down-and-out 

young man I met in Beijing eight years ago. 

He remembered that He Wu offended his rival Lin Family Shaolin Feng. Lin Feng was about to 

chop off He Wu’s limbs. He couldn’t see through Lin Feng, so he rescued He Wu forcefully and 

gave him a sum of money to let him leave. Go to Beijing. 

Unexpectedly, He Wu had actually come to Qiancheng, and he seemed to be doing well. 

“You go to do your business, I also have urgent things to do.” Yu Sheng said with a wave of 

hands. 

“Yu Shao, get in the car, where you are going, I will see you there first.” He Wudao. 

“Handsome guy, get in the car, there are no problems that the fifth brother can’t solve in 

Qiancheng.” The little beauty in the co-driver looked at Yu Sheng, her eyes faintly discharging. 

Yu Sheng moved his eyes from the little beauty to He Wu, then nodded. 

Seeing that Yu Sheng seemed to be interested in her, the little beauty could not help but look at 

Yu Sheng. 

“Little baby, sit in the back row.” He Wu pulled the car door and directly pushed the little beauty 

down. 

After getting out of the car, the little beauty showed her sexy figure, looking at the rest of her 

life, while walking towards the rear door. 

“Thanks.” Yu Sheng nodded to the little beautiful woman, and then sat in the passenger cabin. 



“Yu Shao, where are you going?” He Wu asked. 

“Zijin Road, Sanmu Community, 5 buildings with three units, hurry up.” Yu Sheng said. 

Chapter: 26 

“Okay.” He Wu nodded and hurriedly started the car and left. 

The little beauties in the row were a little confused, who is this guy, He Wu actually obeyed his 

words? 

You know, He Wu is now the king of the underground circle of Qiancheng. There are countless 

brothers under him. Everyone respects him as the fifth brother. Many family businesses in the 

above-ground circle have to give him a bit of face. 

The problem is that for the rest of his life, he wore ordinary clothes and looked like a sexy silk. It 

was the first time that He Wu called him Yu Shao and obeyed his words. 

The little beautiful woman looked at Yu Sheng’s profile from the back, her mind became a little 

agitated. 

“Yu Shao, when did you come to Qiancheng?” He Wu asked as he concentrated on driving. 

“Seven or eight years.” Yu Sheng said. 

“Yeah, that’s not how long I have been in Qiancheng before you have come?” He Wu was a little 

surprised. For the rest of his life, he was a young man from the northern Shangjing family, Yu 

family, with a noble status and powerful influence. He has been here for seven or eight years. … 

He Wu took a peek at Yu Sheng, and he immediately understood. 

“Yu Shao, you are in such a hurry, did something happen at home?” He Wu asked again. 

“Something happened to a friend of mine. Go and help him.” Yu Sheng said. Remember http in 

one second: // 

“Did you provoke someone on the Tao? If you provoke someone on the Tao, I can solve it with 

one sentence.” He Wuzitong. 

Yu Sheng looked back at He Wuyi, “It seems that you have been mixed up all these years.” 

He Wushen smiled and said: “At first, I thanked Shao Yu for saving his life and gave me some 

money. After I came to Qiancheng with the one million you gave, I worked hard to achieve 

today’s achievement.” 



The little beauty in the back row was surprised. Eight years ago, how did this guy give 51 

million? 

To know that one million at that time, at least when the current five million is used. 

Is this guy really big or young? 

“Fifth brother is now the king of the underground circle, and there is nothing he can do in 

Qiancheng.” The little beauty interrupted. 

“That’s not bad.” Yu Sheng nodded. At the beginning, he felt that He Wu was in a tough mood. 

After saving him, he casually gave him one million, just to see if he could behave like a person. 

This is not surprising. He Wu went to Beijing in the north eight years ago and was in the 

underground circle. 

The unintentional actions of the rest of his life, unexpectedly, created an underground king. 

“I am also lucky, the most important thing is that Yu Shao saved my life that year, or I would 

have died in Shangjing a long time ago.” He Wu smiled. 

Yu Sheng smiled, the two chatted casually, and soon arrived at Sanmu Community, Zijin Road. 

At this time, the Sanmu community was surrounded by a group of people, and there seemed to 

be a young man with a swollen nose wearing a takeaway clothes kneeling on the ground. 

Yu Sheng’s face was already cold. 

“Isn’t that Brother Bin?” The little girl in the back row pointed to a sturdy man and said. 

“Your people?” Yu Sheng asked He Wu. 

“Well, but I don’t know what’s going on.” He Wu nodded. 

“Well, you just need to send me here, you don’t need to come out and participate, and I will 

solve the rest by myself.” Yu Sheng said. 

“What are you talking about, Yu Shao, you regard me He Wu as someone, don’t worry, wait 

until I handle it by myself.” He Wu said sternly. 

The little girl in the back row knows that Chen Bin is an effective officer under He Wu, the 

eldest brother in the area of Zijin Road, and there is no one who dares to offend him in this area. 

I didn’t think that he would provoke this Yu Shao’s friend, how would you deal with it after a 

while? 



The little beauty was looking forward to it. 

She wanted to see what position this Shao Yu would be in He Wu’s heart. 

He Wu originally wanted to call Chen Bin, but the car had already drove out of the crowd, and 

he let him stop for the rest of his life. 

He had to park the car very much, and for the rest of his life he pulled the car door and went 

down quickly. 

There were more than 30 people onlookers, and 10 of them were gangsters called by Chen Bin. 

At this moment Li Kai was kneeling on the ground, his nose and face were swollen, there were 

many footprints on his body, and he looked weak. 

But his eyes were full of resentment. 

The rest of his life was furious, and he felt that this matter might not be as simple as owing 

money. 

He pulled the crowd away and rushed into the crowd. 

Just beside Li Kai, there was a big man and a nice woman. 

The two looked at Li Kai, who was kneeling in front of them, with joking in their eyes. 

“Brother Yu.” Li Kai showed a miserable face. 

“Are you a good brother of this trash?” Chen Bin looked up and down for the rest of his life, his 

eyes not irritated and pretentious. 

“You beat my brother?” Yu Sheng looked at Chen Bin coldly. 

“Yes, if you don’t pay him back 200,000 today, I will fight with you.” Chen Bin smiled 

domineeringly. 

“You fucking want to die!” 

Yu Sheng snorted, and went up with a punch. 

The smile on Chen Bin’s face disappeared, and he hurriedly avoided thinking that Yu Sheng 

would dare to do it. 

But when Yu Sheng made a move, how could it be possible for him to evade. 

boom! 



Yu Sheng smashed Li Bin’s face with a strong punch, knocking out his teeth. 

He Wugang, who came down later, was about to stop, but unfortunately it was too late. 

“You fucking want to die!” 

Chen Bin spit out broken teeth and was furious. Even He Wu had never attacked him. 

Not to mention knocking out his teeth. 

“Suppose him for Lao Tzu!” With a wave of his hand, the ten thugs rushed towards the rest of 

their lives carrying steel pipe machetes and the like. 

When the crowd around the audience saw the fight, they all backed away. 

Although these social gangsters fight, although they look good, they are very dangerous, and 

everyone dare not get too close. 

“Fuck me, stop it!” 

At this moment, He Wu shouted angrily behind him. 

The gangsters saw the eldest brother also coming, and they were startled and stopped one by one. 

“Fifth brother!” 

“Fifth brother!” 

Everyone hurriedly said hello. 

Chen Bin frowned. He glanced at He Wu, then at Yu Sheng, wondering what the relationship 

between the two of them was. 

Seeing He Wu also came, Li Kai’s face changed drastically. 

He knows He Wu, the king of the underground circle, and the people on the road call him the 

fifth brother, and the power is overwhelming. 

“Brother Sheng, you go quickly, I blame me, I shouldn’t call you!” Li Kai urged. 

Deep down in his heart, he didn’t want to be burdened for the rest of his life. 

“If I’m a brother, let me deal with it.” Yu Sheng looked back at Li Kai. 



“I regretted calling you here when you were a brother, so hurry up and leave me alone!” Li Kai 

shook his head, the other party was from the underground circle, and he didn’t want to 

participate in the rest of his life. 

“Get up first.” 

Yu Sheng helped Li Kai up and asked, “Tell me, what is going on?” 

Li Kai looked at the woman next to her with resentment on her face, but there were some things 

that he didn’t want to say. 
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Everyone looked at Li Kai curiously, but Li Kai gritted his teeth without saying a word. 

Yu Sheng looked at the woman next to Chen Bin and immediately understood. 

Isn’t this woman Li Kai’s wife Du Xiaoqin? 

She stood with Chen Bin, and it said everything instantly. 

“A Bin, what’s going on?” He Wu stepped forward and looked at Chen Bin. 

Chen Bin didn’t know the relationship between He Wu and Yu Sheng, but he still said, “I found 

a fight some time ago. Today, this kid delivered me food. He said that it was his wife who broke 

my furniture. I was furious. Just let him accompany my furniture.” 

What he said, everyone immediately understood. 

Love is caught in bed. 

They all sympathized with Li Kai. 

Li Kai’s eyes were full of indignation. His wife put a hat on herself and was beaten by an 

adulterer. It was a shame in her life. 

Yu Sheng sighed, he understood Li Kai’s mood very well. 

A few days ago, if he hadn’t made a strong shot, how would his end be different from Li Kai? 

The only good point is that Yang Zihuan decided to accompany Wang Wenxue for the entire 

Yang family. 

And Yang Kai’s wife cheated, most of it must be for herself. 



“Brother, how did he beat you just now, now call me back ten times.” Yu Sheng walked towards 

Chen Bin as he said. 

Chen Bin’s face changed, and he knew he was not the opponent for the rest of his life just after 

his punch for the rest of his life. 

But he still has ten little brothers, and all of them have weapons in their hands. He doesn’t 

believe that for the rest of his life, he can beat all those ten little brothers down. 

So when he saw Yu Sheng come over, he felt so flustered. 

“Yu Sheng, you are just a door-to-door son-in-law of the Yang family, do you really want to take 

care of this?” Du Xiaoqin looked at Yu Sheng coldly, not taking Yu Sheng seriously. 

“My brother’s business, I have to take care of it!” Yu Sheng’s face was cold. 

“Grass, you are just a waste of soft food, I thought it was sacred.” 

Hearing Du Xiaoqin’s words, Chen Bin’s face was ruthless: “You fucking lost our man’s face, 

today I will teach you this spineless thing for our man!” 

This guy turned out to be the son-in-law, you can’t tell! 

Everyone was a little surprised, and they all showed contempt in their eyes. 

When Yu Sheng punched Chen Bin in the face just now, they thought Yu Sheng was a big man. 

Unexpectedly, it was a door-to-door son-in-law, all of them looked at Yu Sheng and shook their 

heads. 

Even He Wu and the little beauty were a little surprised. 

Yu Sheng turned out to be the door-to-door son-in-law. 

“For the rest of my life, I would advise you, it is best to leave the matter between me and Li Kai, 

otherwise you should not regret it when your wife is involved.” Du Xiaoqin threatened. 

“Who is his wife?” Chen Bin asked. 

“Miss Yang family, it is said that she is the first beauty in Qiancheng.” Du Xiaoqin joked. 

“The first beauty in Qiancheng?” 

There was a touch of greed in Chen Bin’s eyes, and he smiled and said, “You should know you 

too, and introduce me to know you another day.” 



As he said, he looked towards Yu Sheng, his eyes seemed to say, your wife and Laozi are 

watching. 

Without saying anything, Yu Sheng just walked about one meter in front of Chen Bin, raising his 

hand and hitting it again with a punch. 

Chen Bin’s face changed drastically, and he didn’t even dare to do it even thinking of this 

rubbish. 

But for the rest of his life, the speed was so fast that he couldn’t avoid it at all.  

I saw that Yu Sheng’s fist grew infinitely in his pupils, and then he was hit with a punch on his 

left eye. 

Chen Bin snorted, and before he had time to ask his subordinates to do something, he held his 

head for the rest of his life. 

At the same time, the right knee jerked up. 

哢嚓! 

The sound of the fracture of the bridge of the nose sounded, and the nosebleed violently splashed 

on Yu Sheng’s body. 

But Yu Sheng didn’t care, and pressed down with his right hand, directly pressing Chen Bin to 

his knees on the ground. 

Everyone looked at Chen Bin, who was kneeling on the ground with a grim face, and their eyes 

were all horrified. 

The little girl next to He Wu opened her mouth in surprise. 

She has seen He Wu, Chen Bin and the others be cruel. 

But it was the first time I saw someone as cruel and cruel as Yu Sheng. 

Du Xiaoqin was also shocked, and Yu Sheng was so rude, completely beyond her cognition. 

“Brother, how did he hit you just now, he beat me back ten times, and I will be in my pocket if 

he is killed!” Yu Sheng looked back at Li Kai. 

call! 

Fear appeared in everyone’s eyes. 

The rest of their lives at this time made them feel scared. 



Even the ten thugs who didn’t know whether to do it or not were shocked. 

Even if they were, they didn’t dare to kill people easily. 

Li Kai knew Yu Sheng’s identity and was the chairman of the Sihai Group. He believed Yu 

Sheng’s words, so he nodded and saw a brick next to him. He wanted revenge when he 

mentioned it. 

“I’m damn your mother, dare to put a hat on Lao Tzu, and see if Lao Tzu won’t kill you today!” 

Li Kai’s eyes were blood-red, this is when a man’s dignity is regained, he will never soften! 

Du Xiaoqin, who was next to him, looked at the red light in Li Kai’s eyes, and his legs were a 

little soft. 

It’s been a few years since I married Li Kai, and it was the first time she saw Li Kai so scary. 

“You fucking dare…” 

Chen Bin came back to his senses, and he felt like he was about to threaten Li Kai when he was 

slammed on the head by Li Kai with a brick. 

Hum! 

Chen Bin’s brain is roaring, and he only feels that the sky is spinning, and his consciousness is a 

little blurred. 

The ten gangsters looked at He Wu with anger in their eyes. They just waited for He Wu to give 

an order before they rushed to kill Yu Sheng and Li Kai. 

At this time, He Wu walked to Yu Sheng’s side, and in the shock of everyone’s eyes, he 

thumped and knelt in front of Yu Sheng. 

“Hold the grass!” 

“Hold the grass!” 

Everyone was a little dumbfounded, the fifth brother of the king in the underground circle 

actually kneeled for this door-to-door son-in-law? ! 

“Brother Fifth, this…” The little beauty behind her covered her mouth in horror, her eyes were as 

big as bulging, she couldn’t believe what she had seen! 

Those ten gangsters were even more shocked, saying that even if they are acting, they don’t need 

to be like that! 



Chen Bin was also dumbfounded when he came back to his senses. 

He Wu actually kneeled, what the hell is going on? 

“Fifth brother, you…” Chen Bin shook his head and barely raised a spirit, but he didn’t know 

what to say. 

Yu Sheng looked back at He Wu, frowning slightly. 

“Yu Shao, Chen Bin, they are all my brothers. They don’t know your friends. If this happened, it 

really flooded the Dragon King Temple.” 

He Wu looked at Yu Sheng and said: “One side is my brother, and the other is my benefactor. I 

don’t know how to calm your anger today. I only kneel down and hope you can accept it.” 

In addition to talking about brotherly loyalty, people in the underground circle also talk about 

face. 

Especially sometimes, they put face more important than anything else. 

For an underground king like He Wu, face is more than anything else. 

But today, in order to save his brother, he had to kneel and plead. 

Of course, the most important thing is that he dare not provoke the rest of his life. 

Otherwise, this kind of thing, in his capacity, would come forward and say a few words of 

justice, and he would be able to mediate, and a few people would dare not give him face. 

Also, his fate was given to him for the rest of his life. If he had no more life to save him, he 

would have died in Beijing eight years ago. 

Therefore, he has only one kneel today! 

Yu Sheng looked at He Wu, his eyes narrowed, how could he fail to see the purpose of He Wu 

doing this? 

Chapter: 28 

To put it bluntly, He Wu is acting. 

And he is very smart. 

In order to save Chen Bin, he didn’t hesitate to put his hands on his knees. Whether it was Chen 

Bin or the ten little brothers, in addition to shock, he would still be grateful. 



If He Wu saves them today, in the future, when He Wu has something to do, they will surely 

give He Wu their lives sincerely. 

This kind of method of buying people’s hearts, in his teenage years, was more slippery than he 

played for the rest of his life. 

Yu Sheng looked at Li Kai, it depends on how Li Kai decides. 

If Li Kai doesn’t let go, even if He Wu kneels, he won’t have to give He Wu face. 

Li Kai had long been startled. 

He Wu is the king of the underground circle, and at this time, in order to save Chen Bin, the king 

of the underground circle kneeled for Yu Sheng. If he continues to beat Chen Bin, it will be 

embarrassing for Yu Sheng. 

Of course, he was also afraid that he would lose face, and he would not be able to do anything in 

the future. 

After all, it is impossible for the rest of his life to help him out forever. m.9biquge. com 

“Forget it, after patted this brick, the grievance in my heart has disappeared.” Li Kai shook his 

head. He is a man who knows how to advance and retreat. 

Yu Sheng glanced at Li Kai again, without saying anything. 

Li Kai looked at Du Xiaoqin again and said indifferently: “Tomorrow morning I will wait for 

you at the Civil Affairs Bureau, and your mother will cleanse Lao Tzu, otherwise Lao Tzu will 

not finish with you!” 

He still has a house under his name and does not want to give Du Xiaoqin. 

I put a hat on him, and I want to share the house with him. Let’s dream! 

Du Xiaoqin was shocked, Li Kai at this time made her feel strange, even a little afraid. 

“Okay.” Du Xiaoqin nodded. She was caught in bed by Li Kai and didn’t dare to go too far. 

Even if it was a lawsuit, she couldn’t win it, and she was embarrassed. 

Moreover, Li Kai still has a backing for the rest of her life who doesn’t know what identity she 

is, even if she disagrees. 

Even He Wu, the king of the underground circle, kneeled for Yu Sheng, she didn’t dare to 

provoke Yu Sheng again. 



“Okay, get up.” Yu Sheng glanced at He Wu, a little impatient in his eyes. 

He Wu is using him to win over his brothers. 

“Thank you Shao Yu for giving me face.” 

He Wu got up from the ground, looked at Li Kai, took out a bank card and handed it over, 

saying, “Brother, this card is worth one million. It is my medical expenses for Chen Bin to 

accompany you.” 

Chen Bin was shocked. He was very unwilling. He said that Laozi was the worst hit, and the 

other party should pay for the medical expenses. 

But he was unwilling to be reconciled, yet he dared not speak out at this time. 

“No, no, I don’t want your money.” Li Kai hurriedly shook his head, how dare to accept He 

Wu’s card. 

“Accept it, you deserve it.” He Wu smiled. 

“Accept it.” Yu Sheng also said. 

“This…” Li Kai was a little moved, after all, this is one million, for him, it is a huge sum of 

money. 

Seeing Li Kai waver, He Wu forced the bank card into his hand: “The password is six 8.” 

“Go to the hospital to eliminate the swelling yourself.” Yu Sheng said to Li Kai. 

“Well, then I’ll go first.” Li Kai nodded, then rode on the motorcycle that he delivered. 

“Shao Yu, why don’t you go and have some tea together.” He Wu looked at Yu Sheng. 

“No, go and work on you. I will pick up my son in a while.” Yu Sheng waved his hand and 

refused He Wu.  

“Then where are you going, I’ll take you there first.” He Wu said again. 

“No, wait for someone to pick me up.” Yu Sheng shook his head, then took out his phone and 

called Xu Jing, asking him to come and pick him up. 

Seeing this, He Wu exchanged mobile phone numbers with Yu Sheng, and told the gangsters to 

send Chen Bin to the hospital, so he said goodbye to Yu Sheng and took the little beautiful 

woman with him. 

… 



Go to Beijing in the north. 

At this time in Xu’s villa. 

“Qianqian, whether our Xu family can be promoted to a first-class family depends on your trip to 

Qiancheng.” 

The head of the Xu family, Xu Xiangtian, is a fifty-year-old middle-aged man. 

Opposite him is his daughter Xu Qianqian. 

He has two sons and a daughter, and both sons are typical dude and prodigal sons, and he hasn’t 

bothered him much these years. 

On the contrary, this daughter is a business genius, who has made plans for him and has helped a 

lot over the years. 

“Dad, don’t worry, take the daughter’s terms and take the initiative to give a man a chance. 

There is no man who can refuse. This time, he will definitely take the Yu Family Abandoned 

Young Master.” Xu Qianqian said confidently. 

She is a well-known talented girl in Upper Kyoto, and she is truly stunning. The family princes 

who come to Beijing to make her suggestion can stand in line for a longer company. 

She didn’t believe that the rest of her life would ignore her. 

Xu Xiangtian deeply agrees with this, and he is full of confidence in his daughter. 

“The only thing I worry about is whether he can withstand the next blow from the Yu family.” 

Xu Qianqian said. 

“The Yu family will definitely not let him go. After all, he took away the Yu family’s hundreds 

of billions of wealth, and made the Yu family from a first-rate family to a second-rate family. 

The only way they want to turn over is to recover the hundreds of billions. Cash, they will 

certainly not let go for the rest of their lives. 

However, he had tolerated in Qiancheng for eight years, and now he finally dared to use the 

money, which showed that he was also ready for the last fight with the Yu family in his heart. 

So when necessary, we will help him again. He has to pay back this favor. If you take him down 

again, our Xu family will have a lot of money to inject, and we will be able to let go of our hands 

and feet to attack the first-class family. “Xu Xiangtian talked freely, his eyes full of yearning. 

The Xu family was also a first-class family in Beijing several decades ago. Later, after 

encountering a lot of troubles, it became a second-rate family. 



Xu Xiangtian has always wanted to restore the Zuo Family to its original status. This is the goal 

he has pursued in his life. 

Seeing the opportunity to rise at this time, there was a bit of pride in the eyes of the whole 

person. 

Let’s talk about the rest of my life. 

After Xu Jing picked him up and returned to the company, he went directly to the kindergarten. 

He specially looked at Du Fei’s small shop, the door was closed, but Du Fei said that it would 

take two days to leave, it shouldn’t be open for business in the past few days. 

He picked up his son, went to the vegetable market to buy some food, and went back. 

Gao Qing and Yang Ling were not there, and Yang Zihuan still didn’t get off work. 

Yu Sheng turned on the TV to watch cartoons for Xiao Shui, and went to cook. 

Yang Zihuan returned from get off work as soon as he had cooked the food. 

While eating, Yang Zihuan suddenly said: “Tomorrow Xu Qianqian will come to Qiancheng, 

and she will ask me to pick her up, but I really can’t walk away tomorrow. You can help me pick 

her up.” 

“Xu Qianqian came to Qiancheng?” 

For the rest of his life, Xu Qianqian was a classmate of their university. He always knew Xu 

Qianqian’s identity, but Xu Qianqian didn’t know that he was the abandoned son of the Yu 

family. 

What is she doing in Qiancheng? 

Yu Sheng felt that Xu Qianqian’s arrival was too coincidental at this time. 

“Well, she said she came to work in Sihai Group.” Yang Zihuan said. 

For the rest of his life, he raised his eyebrows and immediately understood. 

This Xu Qianqian, 90% is directed at him. 

The Xu family is a well-known family in Upper Kyoto. As the daughter of the Xu family, she 

went to work in Qiancheng. 

And in this sensitive time period, what is it that is not directed at him? 



“Okay, what time does she get on the plane tomorrow?” Yu Sheng asked. 

Chapter: 29 

The next morning, Yu Sheng sent Xiaoshui to school and then returned to the company. 

Xu Qianqian didn’t arrive at the airport until half past ten. It’s still early, and ten o’clock should 

be over. 

As soon as he sat down, Xia Jun walked in. 

“Yu Shao, the second secretary has also been recruited, and will report to the company this 

afternoon.” Xia Jun said as he took out a brief and handed it to Yu Sheng. 

As the chairman of a Fortune 500 company, a secretary is certainly not enough. 

The resume is Xu Qianqian’s. Yu Sheng glanced at it, and a sneer came out from the corner of 

his mouth. 

This Xu Qianqian really came for him. 

“I know this Xu Qianqian. He is quite capable. Being a secretary is a waste of talent. Transfer 

her to the marketing department.” 

Yu Sheng put down his resume and looked up at Xia Jun, “Give her the position of deputy 

director of the marketing department.” 

The marketing department now has a director, or she can be the director for the rest of her life. 

Xu Qianqian wanted to get close to him, but he didn’t give Xu Qianqian a chance. Remember 

http in one second: // 

“Okay.” Xia Jun nodded, seeing that something was wrong with Yu Sheng, and then retired. 

After Xia Jun went out, Xiao Zixin walked in again. 

“Yu Dong, the superstar Zuo Mingyue wants to see you, but I haven’t promised her, let me ask 

about your itinerary first.” Xiao Zixin said. 

“No, no time, I might not come to the company for two days.” Yu Sheng refused directly. 

He knew that Zuo Mingyue wanted to invite him to dinner, and he just wanted to cheat him if he 

didn’t call out, so he didn’t care to accompany Zuo Mingyue to dinner. 



He also knows the unspoken rules of the entertainment industry. He just wants to tell the 

employees below that he only looks at performance for the rest of his life, regardless of your 

unspoken rules. 

If you have the ability, you can go up, and if you don’t have the ability, you can go down. 

Healthy competition is the cornerstone of a company’s continuous progress. Engaging in the 

smoky environment will only accelerate the company’s death time. 

Seeing Yu Sheng directly rejected Zuo Mingyue, Xiao Zixin was inexplicably happy. 

But she also wanted to invite the rest of her life to dinner, but at this time she didn’t dare to say 

anything more. 

But in her heart, she knew that her boss was still very principled. 

At ten o’clock, the rest of his life left the company to pick up Xu Qianqian. 

On the way, he called He Wu and asked him to reserve the best private room for him. 

He Wu also opened a high-end restaurant called Yirenju, which is very famous in Qiancheng. 

When he arrived at the gate of the airport, Yu Sheng just stopped the car and saw a big president 

parked beside him. It was Yang Jian and Yang Yinzhu brothers and sisters. 

“What are you doing?” Yang Jian frowned, and Yang Yinzhu also questioned. 

Yu Sheng glanced at the two brothers and sisters, did not speak, but leaned on the front of the car 

and took out a cigarette. 

He has no good feelings about the Yang family, and he doesn’t even have any interest in taking 

care of it. 

Seeing that Yu Sheng ignored their brothers and sisters, Yang Jian was a little angry, and then 

sarcastically said: “If you don’t tell me, I also know that you are here to pick up Miss Xu. You 

don’t take any photos of the urine. A Yang family is useless, even if you borrow it. Your boss’s 

car is also a waste. Will Miss Xu go with you?” 

“Okay, brother, Miss Xu will be out in a while, don’t make a bad impression in front of her.” 

Yang Yinzhu reminded. 

Yang Jian’s heart was shocked. This time he came to pick up Xu Qianqian, but he came with his 

grandma’s mission. 

The old lady wanted him to show herself well in front of Xu Qianqian, and strive to win Xu 

Qianqian’s favor. 



As long as they can win Xu Qianqian, their Yang family will stand up from then on. 

As long as there is help from the Xu family in Beijing, even if the Yang family is abandoned, it 

will be able to walk sideways throughout Qiancheng. 

For this reason, the old lady specially gave Yang Jian one million to entertain Xu Qianqian. 

Yang Jian nodded, not burying his life for the rest of his life, and he will be quiet for the rest of 

his life. 

Soon, there was a surging flow of people from the exit, and a woman with excellent 

temperament, graceful figure and perfect facial features dragged a gift bag and walked out. 

Even in the crowd, it stands out from the crowd and is unique. 

It is Xu Qianqian, the eldest of the Xu family in Shangjing. 

The three of Yu Sheng quickly saw Xu Qianqian, and Yang Jian brothers and sisters were even 

more silly. 

“As expected of the peerless beauty who came to Beijing, Miss Xu is really beautiful!” Yang 

Jian exclaimed with a heart-wrenching expression, and strengthened his belief in taking Xu 

Qianqian down. 

Such a stunning beauty is worthy of him. 

“Brother, what are you hesitating about, come up.” Yang Yinzhu slammed Yang Jian’s arm and 

reminded. 

“Yeah.” Yang Jian nodded and greeted him immediately. 

“Miss Xu, I heard that you are coming to work in Qiancheng, so I rushed to pick you up as soon 

as possible.” Yang Jian smiled shyly. 

Xu Qianqian looked at Yang Jian and smiled: “It’s Yang Jian, hello, but I asked Zihuan and the 

others to pick me up. She said his husband is here, and I have to wait for her husband first.” 

“Hello, Miss Xu.” Yang Yinzhu also stepped forward and smiled. 

“Yinzhu is here too.” Xu Qianqian smiled. 

She glanced away and saw the rest of her life who was leaning on the front of the car and 

smoking. 



She walked over, looked at rs7 for the rest of her life, then looked at Yang Jian’s chief executive 

next to her, and smiled: “It seems that your Yang family has been able to develop in the past few 

years. You have all bought luxury cars.” 

“This big president belongs to me, and the rest of my life belongs to their boss. This rubbish is 

enough for luck. I mentioned the boss driver from the security guard to help their boss drive.” 

Yang Jian disdainfully said. 

Xu Qianqian raised her eyebrows and looked towards Yu Sheng. 

She knew that for the rest of her life, Yang Zihuan would definitely not marry him if it weren’t 

for being handsome. Of course, it was mainly because this guy was willing to be the son-in-law 

of the Yang family. 

For this kind of man who likes to eat soft rice, Xu Qianqian actually feels a little contemptuous 

in his heart. 

In her opinion, a masculine man who finds any job at random, even if he moves bricks on a 

construction site, is more spineless than eating soft rice. 

However, as the daughter of the Xu family, she did not show her contempt in her heart. 

“Yes, this is our boss’s car. Since you are here, get in the car, so I can confess to Zihuan.” 

Perceiving the doubt in Xu Qianqian’s eyes, Yu Sheng smiled faintly. 

“Miss Xu, I have booked a VIP room in Yirenju. The minimum consumption is 200,000 yuan. 

Only when you eat in this kind of private room can you be worthy of your identity.” 

Yang Jian said triumphantly, then looked at Yu Sheng contemptuously, “I don’t know what price 

room my brother-in-law has booked to entertain Miss Xu?” 

His words are full of irony. 

Not to mention that Yu Sheng could pick up Xu Qianqian, or he would be in vain today. 

Xu Qianqian was a little moved, and she couldn’t eat regular meals. If Yu Sheng took her to a 

roadside stall, it wouldn’t be a shame. 

But Yu Sheng is the husband of her best friend Yang Zihuan after all, and she came to pick her 

up specially, and she can’t leave the rest of her life alone. 

Xu Qianqian also looked at Yu Sheng. If Yu Sheng really wanted to take her to a small roadside 

restaurant, then she would leave directly with Yang Jian brothers and sisters. 

It’s a big deal to call Yang Zihuan back and invite her out for a meal, just to pay a gift. 



Chapter: 30 

The rest of his life was also a little surprised. He didn’t think that Yang Jian’s order was also a 

pleasant place to live. This kid also tried to get close to Xu Qianqian. 

“Ah, brother, what you ordered is a pleasant place. That’s the most famous restaurant in 

Qiancheng.” Lin Yinzhu was deliberately surprised. 

“Well, Yiren Hao is owned by He Wukai, the king of the underground circle of Qiancheng City, 

and most people can’t make a reservation at all.” Yang Jian said proudly, but looked at Yu Sheng 

with contempt. 

Xu Qianqian nodded, saying that to entertain himself, he would have been in the best restaurant. 

“Coincidentally, the box I booked is also in Pleasant Living.” Yu Sheng said lightly. 

“The private room you booked is also pleasant to live in?” 

Yang Jian snorted coldly, and said sarcastically: “You can afford a private room that is pleasant 

to live with just because you are a wasteful eater of soft rice?” 

“That is, there is a minimum consumption limit of 50,000 for ordinary private rooms there. Do 

you want to take Miss Xu to eat Bawang’s meal?” Lin Yinzhu also sarcastically said. 

Yu Sheng was also said to have a temper by the two brothers and sisters, and sneered: “I ordered 

the emperor bag, and He Wu personally helped me keep it.” 

“Puff!” 

Lin Yinzhu couldn’t help but laughed, and said sarcastically, “He Wu personally kept it for you. 

Do you want to laugh so hard that I can inherit my flower? You really laughed at me. Who do 

you think you are?” 

“I don’t know what shame, aren’t you afraid of making people laugh out loud when you say 

this?” Yang Jian said contemptuously. 

Seeing that there is a tendency for the two parties to quarrel, Xu Qianqian hurriedly said: “Since 

they are all set for a pleasant place to live, let’s go together.” 

Xu Qianqian spoke, and Yang Jian didn’t say anything anymore. 

“Get in the car, waste it, I’ll let you have a big meal today.” Yang Jian gave Yu Sheng a 

contemptuous look, and then greeted Xu Qianqian to get on the car. 



Yu Sheng glanced at Yang Jian indifferently, and saw Xu Qianqian getting into Yang Jian’s car. 

He pinched out the cigarette butt, and got in the car and followed the chief executive towards the 

pleasant living. 

Soon I arrived at Yiren Ha, parked the car, and the four of them walked to the hall. 

“Yu Sheng, didn’t you say that you ordered an emperor bag? You took us to have a look.” Lin 

Yinzhu wanted to embarrass Yu Sheng, so he took the initiative to say. 

Xu Qianqian and Yang Jian also looked towards Yu Sheng. 

Yang Jian sarcastically said, “Don’t even say, I grew up so old, I haven’t eaten in the Emperor 

Bao. I didn’t think you were so awesome for the rest of your life, and even ordered the Emperor 

Bao. Today, I opened my eyes. “ 

Yu Sheng glanced at the two brothers and sisters, the word “playful” flashed in his mind, and 

stopped paying attention to them. 

He waved to a waiter, and the waiter hurried over. 

“Sir, do you have a reservation?” 

“Well, take us to the emperor bag, I booked it before.” Yu Sheng nodded. 

“Imperial bag?” 

The waiter looked at the rest of his life in surprise, a little disbelief. 

The imperial package is their best private room here, and it is usually only used by the boss to 

greet the distinguished guests. 

How she looked at Yu Sheng, she didn’t look like a distinguished guest. 

“Yes, it’s the emperor bag.” Yu Sheng was indeed channeled. 

Seeing Yu Sheng’s confirmation, the waiter didn’t dare to be careless, and apologized: “Sir, only 

our boss can reserve emperor bags. Wait a minute, I have to ask the manager for instructions.” 

She said and walked away. 

The three brothers and sisters of Xu Qianqian and Yang Jian were a little surprised at this time.  

Could it be that this guy really ordered an imperial bag? 

The three of them all looked at Yu Sheng, somewhat not convinced. 



But seeing Yu Sheng’s self-confidence, I think it should be. 

It’s just, isn’t this guy the one who eats soft food? 

What can he do to order the Emperor Bag? 

Could it be that he really has something to do with He Wu, the king of the underground circle? 

Xu Qianqian was okay, but Yang Jian and Yang Yinzhu’s brothers and sisters looked a little 

ugly. 

If today’s limelight was robbed by Yu Sheng, how could Yang Jian behave in front of Xu 

Qianqian. 

The deposit for the private room is a trivial matter. The most important thing is that if you miss 

this opportunity to perform in front of Xu Qianqian today, it will be even more difficult in the 

future. 

At this moment, the eyes of the siblings looking towards Yu Sheng were full of hostility and 

indignation. 

This waste, damn it! 

A few minutes later, the waiter walked over with a woman in her thirties. 

The woman wears a professional attire, and her figure is prominent, very feminine. 

Seeing this woman coming, Yang Jian and Lin Yinzhu knew immediately that the limelight had 

been robbed by Yu Sheng’s rubbish. 

This woman is the manager of Pleasant Habitat. 

“It’s this gentleman who said that he ordered an emperor bag.” The waiter pointed to Yu Sheng 

and said. 

The manager looked around for the rest of his life, and asked apologetically: “Sir, may I have 

your last name?” 

“Yu.” Yu Sheng said. 

“That’s really sorry, our emperor bag was booked out, but the person who made the reservation 

was named Hu, who made the reservation.” The manager said. 

“Hahaha.” 

As soon as he heard the manager’s words, Yang Jian couldn’t help laughing out loud. 



He said that the rest of his life is a soft meal, how could it be possible to book the Emperor Bao. 

This rubbish, really know how to pretend. 

At this moment, even Xu Qianqian couldn’t help showing a touch of contempt in Yu Sheng’s 

eyes. 

If Yu Sheng speaks honestly, she won’t say anything. After all, Yu Sheng is a door-to-door son-

in-law, who eats food by herself, and it is normal that she can’t be entertained. 

It was disgusting to think that Yu Sheng would pretend to be in front of her. 

“Manager, this guy also said that your boss personally reserved it for him.” Yang Yinzhu made 

up the knife. 

The manager showed a touch of contempt in his eyes, but still maintained his demeanor: “Sorry, 

I think this gentleman must have made a mistake. Our boss booked the emperor bag, but he 

personally reserved it for the Hu family.” 

Upon seeing this, the surrounding guests all showed contempt in their eyes, believing that the 

rest of their lives must have come for the rest of their lives. 

Yu Sheng’s face was a bit ugly, he didn’t have anything to say, but he took out the phone and 

called He Wu. 

“Ah, Shao Yu, I just wanted to call you. I’m really sorry. I originally reserved a private room for 

you, but Shao Hu suddenly found me. You know, Hu’s family is also a big family in Qiancheng. 

, I’m a messenger, and I don’t dare to offend. I also ask Yu Shao to forgive me. I will definitely 

apologize to Yu Shao next day.” 

As soon as the call was connected, He Wu’s voice came. 

Although he was apologizing to Yu Sheng, there was no apology at all. 

“He Wu, you can do it!” Yu Sheng snorted, then hung up the phone with a snap. 

If he still can’t tell He Wu is playing with him, he doesn’t have to mess around. 

It just made him a little bit puzzled, so how could he decide on what basis, now he dare to 

provoke him for the rest of his life? 

“Let’s go, let’s go to the private room you booked first.” Xu Qianqian was too lazy to take care 

of the rest of his life, and said directly to Yang Jian. 

Yang Jian’s face was filled with a gleeful smile. Hearing Xu Qianqian’s words, he hurriedly 

asked the waiter to take them to the VIP room 666. 



“Brother-in-law, do you want to be with us too, don’t worry, today is a special day, we allow you 

to have a big meal.” Yang Yinzhu took two steps, then smiled back. 

The other diners looked at Yu Sheng contemptuously, and shook their heads and walked away. 

“Go away, you are just a fucking silk, and you dare to use our boss’s sign to slander you. Believe 

it or not, I will ask the security to blast you out?” The waiter stared at Yu Sheng with disdain. 

When the others were about to leave, they heard the waiter’s words and looked back at Yu Sheng 

with a mocking look on their faces. 

 


